Retrovirally mediated overexpression of versican v3 by arterial smooth muscle cells induces tropoelastin synthesis and elastic fiber formation in vitro and in neointima after vascular injury.
Versican is an extracellular matrix (ECM) proteoglycan that is synthesized as multiple splice variants. In a recent study, we demonstrated that retroviral-mediated overexpression of the variant V3, which lacks chondroitin sulfate (CS) chains, altered arterial smooth muscle cell (ASMC) phenotype in short-term cell culture. We now report that V3-overexpressing ASMCs exhibit significantly increased expression of tropoelastin and increased formation of elastic fibers in long-term cell cultures. In addition, V3-overexpressing ASMCs seeded into ballooned rat carotid arteries continued to overexpress V3 and, at 4 weeks after seeding, produced a highly structured neointima significantly enriched in elastic fiber lamellae. In contrast to the hydrated, myxoid neointima produced by rounded or stellate vector-alone--transduced cells, V3-expressing cells produced a compact and highly ordered neointima, which contained elongated ASMCs that were arranged in parallel arrays and separated by densely packed collagen bundles and elastic fibers. These results indicate that a variant of versican is involved in elastic fiber assembly and may represent a novel therapeutic approach to facilitate the formation of elastic fibers.